ABSTRACT Recently, in a few case studies we demonstrated that gyrosynchrotron microwave emission can be detected directly from the acceleration region when the trapped electron component is insignificant. For the statistical study reported here, we have identified events with steep (narrowband) microwave spectra that do not show a significant trapped component and at the same time show evidence of source uniformity, which simplifies the data analysis greatly. Initially, we identified a subset of more than 20 radio bursts with such narrow spectra, having low-and high-frequency spectral indices larger than 3 in absolute value. A steep low-frequency spectrum implies that the emission is nonthermal (for optically-thick thermal emission, the spectral index cannot be steeper than 2), and the source is reasonably dense and uniform. A steep high-frequency spectrum implies that no significant electron trapping occurs; otherwise a progressive spectral flattening would be observed. Roughly half of these radio bursts have RHESSI data, which allows for detailed, joint diagnostics of the source parameters and evolution. Based on an analysis of radio-to-X-ray spatial relationships, timing, and spectral fits, we conclude that the microwave emission in these narrowband bursts originates directly from the acceleration regions, which have relatively strong magnetic field, high density, and low temperature. In contrast, the thermal X-ray emission comes from a distinct loop with smaller magnetic field, lower density, but higher temperature. Therefore, these flares occurred likely due to interaction between two (or more) magnetic loops.
1. INTRODUCTION Solar flares are observed throughout the electromagnetic spectrum with numerous space and ground-based instruments, which capture both thermal and nonthermal manifestations of the flares. Nevertheless, our knowledge on the energy storage and release, magnetic reconnection, partition between particle acceleration and plasma heating, and thermal plasma response, remains limited and fragmentary. For example, when a flare acceleration region is detected using primarily X-ray data, this acceleration region contains a somewhat dense thermal plasma, because the high density makes the detection of the source in X-ray range much easier. On the other hand, the detections made using microwave data (Fleishman et al. 2011 (Fleishman et al. , 2013 reveal rather tenuous acceleration regions. In addition, the flares themselves demonstrate extreme diversity of the energy partitions and acceleration efficiencies-from entirely thermal Fleishman et al. 2015) to essentially acceleration-dominated (Krucker et al. 2010; Fleishman et al. 2011) . This calls for a systematic search for the detection of acceleration sites in more events, understanding those events, and determining if they fall into distinct sub-categories. Here we report such a systematic search and corresponding analysis with the emphasis on the microwave data augmented by other available context data, primarily-the RHESSI X-ray data.
Microwave emission in solar flares can originate from energetic electrons in either directly the acceleration re-1 Center For Solar-Terrestrial Research, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ 07102 2 SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, G12 8QQ, United Kingdom gion or after their propagation to other regions within the magnetic structure (see a detailed discussion of these different components in Fleishman et al. 2011) . Accelerated electrons can in addition be magnetically trapped and accumulated at the looptop (e.g., Melnikov 1994; Melnikov & Magun 1998; Bastian et al. 1998a ; Kundu et al. 2001; Melnikov et al. 2002) . The accumulated electrons can fill in a coronal part of the flaring loop, where their energy spectrum often evolves toward an ever harder energy spectrum due to the energy-dependent Coulomb losses. The gyrosynchrotron (GS) spectrum produced by such a source is expected to be broadband (see Lee et al. 1994 , for a few vivid examples): from a few GHz, where the emission is often optically thick, to a hundred GHz and beyond. Such broadband emission favors its routine detection over a wide range of frequencies. Indeed, the broadband continuum bursts are easy to detect by radio instruments observing at a fixed set of frequencies with large gaps between the spectral channels, such as the Radio Solar Telescope Network (RSTN) or Nobeyama Polarimeters (NoRP; Nakajima et al. 1985) . The radio spectrum normally has a broad peak around 10 GHz separating optically thin and thick regions of the radio spectrum. Occasionally, more than one peak can be observed (Bastian et al. 1998b; Stahli et al. 1989 Stahli et al. , 1990 Guidice & Castelli 1975; Nita et al. 2004; Fleishman et al. 2013; Giménez de Castro et al. 2013 ). More recent observations at frequencies above 100 GHz indicated the presence of a new rising-with-frequency component (Kaufmann 2012) . Although a large number of models is discussed in connection with this mysterious component, the exact mechanism of the emission re-mains unclear (Fleishman & Kontar 2010; Zaitsev et al. 2014; Klopf et al. 2014) .
Although such broadband emission is rather common, it is not unique. Giménez de Castro et al. (2006) described narrowband emission over a few seconds at the rise phase of a solar microwave burst. Our recent studies (Fleishman et al. 2011 (Fleishman et al. , 2013 have identified a microwave contribution that can be emitted directly from the acceleration region, and in those cases the corresponding spectral component was also narrowband, in contrast to the broadband contribution normally seen from the trapped looptop component. Based on this prominent distinction in properties of these two components, in this paper we undertake a systematic search for and analysis of these narrowband GS bursts.
GS microwave spectra typically display a distinct spectral peak with the low-frequency and high-frequency tails described roughly by a power-law in frequency. GS microwave bursts are broadband continuum emission from the combined thermal and non-thermal population of electrons, hence a broad bandwidth can arise when either or both of the low-frequency or high-frequency slopes are somewhat flat. The flatness of the high-frequency slope is seen when the power-law energy spectrum of the fast electrons is relatively hard, while the flatness of the low-frequency slope is mainly due to the source inhomogeneity. Therefore, acceleration of fast electrons with a soft (steep) energy spectrum into a reasonably uniform source would result in the generation of a narrowband GS burst. Clearly, instruments with a few frequency channels are intrinsically unable to provide any detailed information on a narrowband burst, or even to detect a burst that is restricted to frequencies entirely between two adjacent channels. Thus, it is not surprising that the studies of the narrowband bursts are limited to a few cases mentioned above and Giménez de Castro et al. (2006) , who observed a relatively narrowband GS component visible for a few seconds at a rise phase of a more broadband microwave burst. Therefore, it is entirely unclear how frequent such narrowband bursts are, what are their common properties, and to what extent they are different from more well-known broadband microwave bursts. Narrowband GS bursts can only be reliably detected by an instrument with high spectral resolution, like the Owens Valley Solar Array (OVSA). In this paper we study the subset of bursts seen with OVSA during 2001-2003 that showed both low-and high-frequency slopes greater than 3.
2. OVSA DATABASE AND BURST SELECTION Owens Valley Solar Array (OVSA, Hurford et al. 1984; Gary & Hurford 1994 ) performed the microwave observations with the required high spectral resolution (∆f /f ≤ 0.15) sufficient to detect and resolve bursts with bandwidth of a few GHz. Nita et al. (2004) studied the statistical properties of 412 microwave bursts observed by OVSA during [2001] [2002] , and found that both high-frequency and low-frequency spectral powerlaw indices (δ hf and δ lf , respectively) of the observed spectra have rather broad distributions in the ranges −6 < δ hf < 0, 0 < δ lf < 6, which implies that in many bursts either or both low-frequency or high-frequency slopes are rather steep. The bursts with steep slopes on both sides represent the subclass of the narrowband bursts we focus on.
To perform a statistical study of this burst subclass, we automatically identified bursts displaying sufficiently steep slopes, |δ lf,hf | ≥ 3 at each side of the spectrum, at least for one time frame. Then, we manually discarded all events that were found to have been selected due to statistical outliers. The selection of steep spectra with δ lf > 3 is motivated by the fact that such spectra cannot be produced by GS self-absorption (limited to δ lf ≈ 2.9, c.f. Dulk & Marsh 1982) and so require some additional process to be involved, e.g. Razin suppression or/and free-free absorption (Bastian et al. 2007 ), both of which indicate presence of a dense thermal plasma.
We found that about 10% of all bursts observed by OVSA during 2001-2003 (more than 40 bursts) fall into this subclass, displaying steep slopes at both low and high frequencies during at least part of the burst duration. We quantitatively analyze a subset of 21 well isolated bursts with clear rise and decay phases allowing quantitative analysis-other bursts had either too short duration, or strong noise, or some uncorrectable instrumental effects. The dynamic spectra of these 21 bursts are shown in Figure 1 . We note that some of the radio bursts are stand-alone ones, while others represent a subburst (or a precursor) of a bigger event. Quantitative information about the spectral shape in shown in Figure 2 , where the low-and high-frequency radio spectral indices are shown for the entire duration of each burst. The points are 4 s apart (the time resolution of OVSA).
OVERVIEW OF THE EVENTS
The spectral narrowness could in principle be dependent on the geometry/position of the events, such as limb or occulted flares. However, from the imaging data presented below in Sec. 4, it is apparent that there is no preferential position of these flares on the solar disk. Only four of them are limb flares, while others originated from various disk locations showing a reasonably uniform distribution over the disk.
An important characteristic of microwave bursts is the spectral peak frequency, which is shown in each panel of Figure 1 by black curves. In most of the events, this peak frequency is almost independent of the peak flux. This suggests that the Razin-effect plays the primary role in forming the spectral shape at low frequencies (Melnikov et al. 2008) , requiring a rather high thermal plasma density, typically n 0 ∼ 10 11 cm −3 . However, in five cases, namely, 07-Aug-01, 29-Dec-01, 03-May-02, 20-Aug-02 22:08, and 06-Jul-03, the spectral peak frequency increases during the peak of the radio burst. As discussed in Melnikov et al. (2008) , this is indicative of the GS self-absorbtion effect dominating over the Razineffect during these short time intervals.
The considered radio bursts are typically short lasting only a few minutes or less, with a few exceptions lasting almost 10 minutes. Most of them (18) display a single peak in the light curves, others have two or more peaks-these two spectral peaks are explicitly shown in the dynamic spectrum of the 2002-Aug-20 22:08 burst in Fig. 1 , while for the bursts of 2001-May-03 and 2002-Aug-18 22:28 the first temporal peaks are not shown. As mentioned earlier, in some cases the isolated narrowband bursts are followed by a stronger and more broadband burst. GHz range and with 4 s time resolution. Black curves display position of spectral peak frequencies derived from sequential fitting of the instantaneous microwave spectra. Note that most of the dynamic spectra are only seen at a subset of available frequencies. Such bursts would be only partially observed or entirely missed with observations at single frequencies with a large spacing between them, e.g., by Nobeyama polarimeters.
As noted by Bastian et al. (2007) , if the Razin-effect is important, then the free-free absorption in the source can be important, too, when its temperature is not too high, say T 10 MK. In such cases, the plasma heating, as it progresses during the course of the flare, will reduce the free-free absorption as a function of time, which will lead to a progressive delay of the low-frequency light curves relative to high-frequency light curves (Bastian et al. 2007 ). We checked this expectation in our data sample, as shown in Figure 3 , and found that only three events convincingly show the progressive delay toward low frequencies (pronounced negative slope in the figure). Six more events suggest a similar trend but with larger error bars, and are hence not significant, while the remaining twelve events either do not show any delay, or show negative delay (positive slope in the figure). Given the high plasma density inferred from the dominance of the Razin effect in these events, the lack of prominent delay of the low-frequency light curves in most of the cases suggests that no significant local plasma heating occurs in the radio sources during the burst peak time.
While the steepness of the low-frequency slope of the radio spectrum requires the Razin-effect and can be further affected by free-free absorption in the source or along the line of sight, the optically-thin, high-frequency slope of the spectrum is related only to the electron properties. Electrons with soft spectral slope (δ ≫ 1) or alternatively a relatively small value of the high-energy cut-off (E max ≃ a few ×100 keV) can produce a narrow GS spectrum. In the latter case most of the optically thin GS emission is produced by the electrons with E ∼ E max . However, if the microwave emission at all optically thin frequencies is produced by the electrons with E ∼ E max , then the light curves at all these frequencies must be proportional to each other, with no delay between them and with identical, frequency-independent decay constants. Although Fig. 3 offers support for no delay, Figures 4 and 5 show clearly that the decay constants are generally not independent of frequency, but rather tend to show faster decay at higher frequencies. This means that, despite the narrow spectra, emission at various frequencies does preferentially originate from electrons with different energies, and so the study of light curves at different frequencies will contain information on the electron evolution at different energies, which we discuss in more detail later.
In addition, taking into account that the narrow bandwidth of these bursts is strong evidence of a reasonably homogeneous source, we explicitly fit the observed sequence of the spectra by the gyrosynchrotron source function of a uniform source to derive the source parameter evolution; see Sec. 5.
4. RADIO AND X-RAY IMAGING 4.1. X-ray imaging and spectroscopy A total of 12 of our selected narrowband bursts are also available for detailed study with RHESSI (Lin et al. 2002) . A spatially integrated hard X-ray (HXR) spectrum accumulated over the impulsive phase of the flare is shown in Figure 6 for four events. The electron properties were deduced for each flare spectrum (see, e.g. review by Kontar et al. 2011a ) by fitting count rates with a thermal plus non-thermal thick-target model. Albedo correction (Kontar et al. 2006 ) was applied for all on-disk flares assuming isotropic X-ray emission. Overall, as can be seen from the spectra (Figure 6 ), the flares show a rather strong HXR thermal component and a rather soft (large spectral index) non-thermal component.
The hard X-ray emission associated with narrowband microwave bursts is generally not very strong and is observed by RHESSI up to a few tens to about 100 keV. The flares where HXR data are available, in general show rather steep (soft) spectra, with the electron flux spectral index larger than ∼ 5; see Table 1 for details. Such flares are sometimes associated with high density coronal sources (e.g. Veronig & Brown 2004; Bastian et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2008; Kontar et al. 2011b; Guo et al. 2012; Jeffrey et al. 2014) . However, for the analyzed flare set, the emission measures and the plasma densities inferred from the thermal X-ray sources are not particularly large, as seen from Table 1 .
The HXR morphology of the narrowband bursts is likewise diverse. Out of 12-flares where HXR data allow imaging, the majority of the events show rather complicated structure. At low energies, the emission is elongated-presumably aligned with the flaring magnetic structure. HXR emission above ∼ 25 keV is sometimes observed and can be imaged ( Figure 9 ) and likely to come from chromospheric footpoints, as often observed by RHESSI (e.g. Holman et al. 2011 ). The events selected have one or more footpoints at higher energies. However, the number of footpoints differ from event to event (and some of the deka-keV sources can, in fact, be coronal rather than chromospheric). Only one flare 03-May-2002 shows a structure clearly consistent with a single loop morphology. In addition, the two flares on 20-Aug-2002 are compact so the structure of the flaring regions is unresolved by RHESSI . The 20-Oct-2003 event is also one flare observed high above the limb.
OVSA imaging
Imaging of OVSA data has recently become more accessible due to the creation of a newly-calibrated OVSA legacy data base 3 and updated, more-user-friendly OVSA-imaging software (Nita et al. 2014) , which greatly facilitates imaging and image-comparison using Interactive Data Language (IDL) routines publicly available through the community contributed and maintained Solar SoftWare (SSW) 4 IDL code repository. To produce OVSA images for a given event requires that a valid reference calibration record from long-integration measurements on cosmic sources, made a few times per year, be available for insertion into the OVSA daily raw data file. This allows daily phase calibrations to be applied, from which an IDL sav-file for a given solar observation segment is created (with a typical duration of 2 hours). When a radio burst is identified in the given data record, an appropriate background is identified and subtracted, bad frequencies are flagged, the total power (TP) spectra are sequentially fit with a so-called 'generic' function (Stahli et al. 1989 ) using the built-in functionality of the OVSA Explorer application, and the data are saved in the forms needed to study the calibrated TP dynamic spectra and create images. The images are generated from proprietary-formatted uv-files by a widget-based program, wimagr, also available from the OVSA tree of the SSW package. This program has the ability to import other context images for direct comparison and overlay with the OVSA images. Various kinds of frequency and/or time synthesis methods are available, as well as the option to saving the results in various forms, including fits images, map structures, or postscript plots and video clips.
To perform OVSA imaging for the analyzed narrowband events, we created the required calibrated files for all cases where this was permitted by the data availability, quality, and completeness. Unfortunately, for many events the imaging attempt failed, due to various reasons such as data missing on one or both big antennas, the array was pointed to the wrong active region, poor quality of phase calibration observations, or the event itself could be too weak to be reliably imaged. Eventually, we selected 6 of the 21 events whose frequency-synthesis maps Once the location of the burst is known, individual images are made using either the CLEAN or CLEAN+SELFCAL restoration method. Based on the availability of joint X-ray imaging data, two additional events, 2002-May-29 and 2002-Oct-28, were included in this study, which although they permit imaging, are more ambiguous (see Fig. 8 ).
The OVSA phase calibration method, based on observations of cosmic sources, normally provides an accuracy of source location limited only by the phase fluctuations of the calibrator measurement-typically amounting to a few arcsec. Nevertheless, in a few cases we find an unexplained offset of the source location relative to other data due to some as-yet unknown systematic phase shift. A striking example of a clearly wrong position is for the 2002-May-03 event. Although there is no unusual internal inconsistency in the calibration, and all imaging checks show no anomaly, the restored location of the source at all OVSA frequencies is shifted from that of the jointly observed NoRH source at 17 and 34 GHz. Accordingly, in Fig. 8 we applied an offset of (23 ′′ , 13 ′′ ), moving the OVSA source 23 ′′ west and 13 ′′ north to match the location of the NoRH source 5 , see Fig. 8 . Likewise, for the event of 2002-May-29 an offset of (7 ′′ , −12 ′′ ) was required to roughly match the X-ray source morphology. A different behavior is seen in the 2002-Aug-18 20:19 event: the low-frequency (6.2-6.6 GHz) image matches the Xray source without any offset, while the high-frequency (7.4-10.6 GHz) image is displaced southward compared to them; this frequency-dependent shift may be real, and we return to this behavior below.
In what follows we use the imaging information to constrain the source sizes for the GS fit and also rely on the microwave-to-X-ray image relationships in interpretation of the results obtained.
RADIO SPECTRAL FITS AND COMPARISON
WITH X-RAYS We performed spectral fits for all events from the list, to derive microwave source parameters. A summary of the fit results is presented in Table 2 . It is interesting that in all cases a straight-forward fit of GS plus free-free emission fits the data despite the narrow spectral shapes, i.e., no case is identified that would require an emission mechanism distinct from GS. The radio source width and depth along the line of sight are assumed to be identical and typically lie in the range 10 − 20 ′′ , while the length is in the range 10 − 40 ′′ . The electron spectrum is typically soft, with spectral indices δ 5, similar to what was found from the HXR spectral fits. The magnetic field is within 200-600 G. The thermal number density is quite high in many cases, n e 10 11 cm −3 , in order that Razin suppression can create the observed steep low-frequency slope. However, during times when the low-frequency slope is not particularly steep, the fit yields lower densities. It is interesting to note that the thermal number density derived from the microwave fit is typically an order of magnitude larger than that from the X-ray thermal fit assuming the same emitting volume. To check this unexpected finding, we repeated the same GS+FF fitting of the microwave spectra, but now with the thermal number density fixed at the values derived from the X-ray fits. In most cases, an acceptable fit requires very high values of the nonthermal electron number such as n r ∼ 10 11 cm −3 ≫ n th , to create the required Razin suppression directly from the nonthermal electron density. In addition, such fits seem to require low magnetic field strength together with a very hard electron spectrum, but with an extremely low high-energy cut-off. While not formally excluded, we conclude that such special circumstances are unlikely, and instead we prefer the high thermal densities derived from the unconstrained fits, together with other fit parameters given in Table 2 .
We now describe the general findings for the microwave fits, with exceptions indicated by the footnotes to Table 2. For most events, we find that E max , the electron high-energy cutoff, is poorly constrained since the fits are not very sensitive to E max 1 MeV. When it is constrained (two cases, see ♯ footnote in Table 2 ), it is rather small, only a few hundred keV. Although the energy spectrum of fast electrons is well determined by the fits, the derived total number of fast electrons is poorly determined, since it is biased by the arbitrarily chosen E min = 20 keV. For these narrowband bursts, which require Razin suppression, the ambient plasma temperature could be determined from the free-free opacity in the low-frequency part of the microwave spectrum (Bastian et al. 2007 ). However, it is in fact poorly constrained; the fit typically drives it toward the higher end (40 MK) to avoid too strong free-free absorption at low frequencies and excessive free-free emission at high frequencies. These cases are shown by ellipsis (. . . ) in the temperature column. There are a few cases, nevertheless, where the temperature determined from the fit is low-less than or about 10 MK. In two cases (⇑ footnote) the fit reveals an increase of the temperature with time similar to the cold flare event reported by Bastian et al. (2007) . In the only event confidently showing delay of the lower-frequency light curves relative to the higher-frequency light curves, 2003-Aug-06 (reminiscent of the plasma heating in the cold dense flare event as in Bastian et al. 2007 ), the temperature is constrained from the fit, but no temperature increase with time is evident. In contrast, the 2003-10-28 19:05 event does show systematic increase of the thermal number density and temperature, but does not show a significant frequencydependent delay.
6. DELAY AND DECAY TIMES Acceleration of electrons and their transport are the two main physical processes that control the light curves of the radio and X-ray emission, including their decay and relative delays. Figure 3 shows delays of the radio light curves relative to the light curve at the frequency showing the absolute peak flux for a given event, which is indicated by the vertical dashed line in each of the panels. We have already discussed this Figure in the context of plasma heating diagnostics and found that only very few events display the anticipated delay of the low-frequency light curves, which would have indicated plasma heating. Equally, very few events show significant delay, > 2 s, (either positive or negative) of the high-frequency light curves: most of the events show no delay.
Study of the decay phase is somewhat more complicated because in most cases the decay phase does not follow a single exponential profile. A good model found applicable to all events is that the light curve after the peak time consists of either one or two exponential segmentsone of them follows just after the peak and the other one (if present) is a slower late-decay-phase segment. The decay constants related to each segment were determined based on inspection of the logarithmic derivatives; they are plotted in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. In most cases the decay constants behave differently at the early and late decay phases, while in one case (08-Nov-2001) they are almost the same, indicating that there is only one time constant in this event. In one other case (21-Oct-2003) the entire decay phase is too short to be divided onto two stages.
The decay constants τ (f ) do show a prominent frequency dependence in almost all cases, which deserves closer attention. For the sake of further analysis we fit either the entire range or the high-frequency part of the decay plots by power-law functions τ (f ) ∝ f δ1,2 (thick No offset is applied for 18-Aug-2002 event; main source (7.4-10.6 GHz) is shown in white, while the low-frequency (6.2-6.6 GHz) source is shown in cyan. lines); the corresponding indices δ 1,2 for the early and late decay phases respectively are printed in each panel. Furthermore, histograms of these indices are given in Figure 7 . -RHESSI images (6-9 keV) and the contours at 9-15 keV (green) and 25-50 keV (blue) for 12 events.
7. FAST ELECTRON ACCELERATION AND TRAPPING To facilitate further discussion let us assume that there can be two distinct coronal regions containing fast electrons-an acceleration region (A) and a trapping region (T). Further, let us assume that the volume averaged electron distribution functions in these two regions can be described by two equations:
The operatorL in Eq. (1) for the acceleration region describes all relevant physical processes (e.g., acceleration, isotropization, mirroring etc) except particle escape from the acceleration region, which is explicitly given by the last term in Eqn (1). The particle escape is explicitly treated in the relaxation time approximation. This form is convenient because the particle loss term from the acceleration region forms the injection term for the trapped particles. In particular, if escape to interplanetary space along open field lines and precipitation down to chromospheric footpoints are both negligible, then Q(E, t) ≡ F A (E, t)/τ e (E), while in a general case Q(E, t) = ηF A (E, t)/τ e (E), where η(E) is an energydependent fraction of the particles escaping the acceleration region that feeds the trapping region; so in either case the characteristic time scale of the function Q(E, t) is the same as the characteristic time scale τ A (E) of the acceleration component F A (E, t). Solution of Eqn (2) can be written down in the general form of a convolution of the injection function Q(E, t) and 'accumulation' described by an exponential term with an energy-dependent escape time τ T (E) from the trapping region. In this case the angle-averaged distribution function F T (E, t) of fast electrons at the source is
Within this concept all physical processes responsible for particle acceleration and evolution occur inside the acceleration region and are included in Eqn (1), while the dominant property of the trapping region is to accumulate particles that come from the acceleration region. Importantly, the value and functional form of the electron escape time from the trapping source τ T (E) depends on the transport mode. Solution (3) is especially convenient when the acceleration time scale τ A (E) of the injection Q(E, t) duration differs strongly from the trapping time τ T (E). We now derive the energy-dependent delay ∆t(E) for the two limiting cases, τ A (E) ≫ τ T (E) and τ A (E) ≪ τ T (E). If τ A (E) ≫ τ T (E) then we can take Q(E, t ′ ) out of the integral, which yields
This implies that no significant trapping takes place and the time evolution of the distribution function F T (E, t)
simply follows the time evolution of the acceleration function F A (E, t), although their dependencies on the energy are different because of η(E)τ T (E)/τ e (E) factor. This also means a very small delay between the injected and trapped components at a given energy. To estimate this time delay, we take the time derivative of Eqn (3), which yields
and find the peak time of the trapped component at the given energy E from the condition F ′ T (E, t) = 0. In this limit of small trapping time, τ A (E) ≫ τ T (E), we can replace the variables t ′ = t + τ , make an expan-
, and substitute it into Eq (5), so that
where the second term is needed because the first one vanishes at the injection peak, where
; then, explicit calculation of the derivatives and discarding some small terms yields an energy-dependent delay
which is indeed small compared with the injection time scale τ A .
In the opposite case of efficient trapping, τ A (E) ≪ τ T (E), we obviously obtain
In this case the decay phase does not depend on the injection profile, but rather is solely determined by the exponential tail with the escape time τ T (E). To estimate the delay time we have to consider Eq (5) for the case of long trapping time τ A (E) ≪ τ T (E). Here the exponential factor can safely be set to one, so the remaining integral is estimated as
Assuming an exponential decay phase of the injection profile, Q(E, t) = Q(E, 0) exp(−t/τ A ), the solution of equation
thus, the energy-dependent delay here is primarily determined by the injection duration, depending only logarithmically on τ T (E).
6 In the case of the Gaussian profile,
8. MICROWAVE TIMING VS ACCELERATION AND TRAPPING MODES For our study it is important that microwave emission at a given frequency f is weighted with the fast electron distribution function at a certain energy such as f ∝ E a . For example, for relativistic electrons a = 2 so f ∝ E 2 , while for non-and moderately relativistic electrons a ≈ 1 − 1.5. Therefore, studying the delay and decay times of the microwave emission as a function of frequency can be converted to diagnostics of the fast electron evolution at various energies.
Let us consider the time delays and decay constants obtained in Section 6 within the framework of electron acceleration and trapping presented in Section 7. First, we test the widely accepted scenario that the radio light curves are formed by the electron trapping in the looptop region. Assume that the trapping time is a power-law function of the electron energy,
and consider what ranges of α are available for different transport regimes-the weak, moderate, and strong diffusions; see below for the definitions. In doing so we will translate the energy dependence to the frequency dependence
for non-or moderately relativistic particles.
The weak diffusion regime implies that the particle experiences many bounces before its pitch angle changes noticeably due to angular scattering, which can be caused by either Coulomb scattering or a weak level of wave turbulence. In the former case, the escape time is specified by the Coulomb deflection time, τ c ≈ 0.95
th (20/ ln Λ), for nonrelativistic electrons; accordingly, the decay constant increases with frequency as ∝ f 3/2a , where a has been defined above. For relativistic electrons the angular scattering by the Coulomb collisions is inessential because the Coulomb energy losses is a faster process, whose time scale increases linearly with energy, τ cE ∝ E, which translates to the microwave decay time ∝ f 1/2 . The weak diffusion regime can take place even in the presence of turbulent waves if their energy density is somewhat low. In this case the escape time is specified by the particle isotropization time due to the wave-particle interaction, which differs depending on the turbulence spectrum, τ iso ∝ β 1−ν γ 2−ν , where β = v/c is the dimensionless particle velocity, γ = 1/ 1 − β 2 is the Lorenzfactor, ν is the spectral index of the turbulence spectrum that is assumed to have a power-law form,
W k dk = W tot is the total turbulence energy density). In what follows we will assume a 'classical' range of the turbulence spectral indices, 1 < ν < 2. The corresponding range of δ (= δ 1,2 , see Section 6) differs for nonrelativistic and relativistic particles (see Table 3 ) and overall belongs to the range −1/2 < δ < 1/2. Therefore, any version of the weak diffusion mode, either with Coulomb or turbulent wave scattering, implies δ > −1/2.
If the turbulence level is strong enough to provide a noticeable isotropization over one bounce period the diffusion regime changes to the moderate diffusion mode. In this case the probability P esc to escape the loop during one bounce period is determined only by the mirror ratio m of the loop, so P esc = 1/m ≪ 1 for a large m, while the bounce period is L/v, i.e., τ = mL/v ∝ v −1 . Accordingly, we have −1/2 < δ < −1/3 in the nonrelativistic case and δ = 0 in the relativistic case. Interestingly, the same ranges of δ appear for the free streaming transport of the accelerated electrons along the field lines, but the absolute value of the escape time is now smaller, τ ≈ L/v ∝ v −1 . Finally, even stronger turbulence will result in spatial diffusion (multiple changes of the propagation direction) of the electrons at the source, thus, the escape time is specified by the particle mean free path Λ, the source size L, and the particle velocity v: τ ∼ L 2 /Λv. For the same shape of the turbulence spectrum as above, this yields τ ∝ β ν−3 γ ν−2 and the frequency dependence of the decay constant becomes ∝ f (ν−3)/2a for the nonrelativistic case and ∝ f (ν−2)/2 for the relativistic case; summary of these regimes is given in Table 3 .
Let us consider what transport regime is favored by our timing analysis. Figure 7 , left, shows the histogram of the indices δ 1 of the early decay phase. Remarkably, almost half of all events (10 of 21) have δ 1 < −1 and so they are inconsistent with any trapping regime assuming τ T ≫ τ A , thus their timing implies either emission from the acceleration region directly or from a trapping region with 'inefficient' trapping, τ A > τ T .
Let us consider first the latter mode, i.e., the trapping with a short trapping time. According to Eqn (4), in this case the distribution function of the radio emitting electrons is a product of the injection function and the (small) trapping time. In this case the energy dependence of the trapping time may be deduced from the time delay between the microwave light curves at different frequencies according to Eqn (7). However, no event from this group shows any noticeable time delay, see Figure 3 , thus, only very special trapping regimes with energyindependent trapping time can be consistent with the data. Furthermore, the second equality in Eqn (4) tells that the electron distribution functions in the trapping and acceleration regions are proportional to each other with the factor η(E)τ T (E)/τ e (E), which is reasonably small provided that τ T (E) is small. Stated another way, the number of fast electrons in the acceleration region is larger or comparable with that at the trapping regions; thus, if we observe the trapping region, the acceleration region must also be observed as a distinct source (unless the magnetic field and plasma density are both small at the acceleration region), which is not the case. We have to conclude that having a trapping source dominating the microwave emission is unlikely for these 10 of 21 cases.
The other (11 of 21) events do show consistency with one of the trapping regime, although most of them (9 of 11) are only consistent with the strong diffusion mode or, marginally, with the moderate diffusion mode 7 , which both imply a highly enhanced turbulence level at the source, and GS emission produced by non-or moderately relativistic electrons. However, given the high densities of the sources, 10 11 cm −3 (see Table) , the collisional energy losses of the non-relativistic electrons must be be essential on the burst time scale, which would manifest itself, in particular, in the spectrum flattening that is not observed. We have to conclude that the combination of the data and data products does not favor any trapping mode in the majority of these narrowband events and, thus, implies that we observe here microwave emission from directly the acceleration region. In contrast, the timing of the two remaining events is consistent with a trapping mode with the trapping time weakly rising with frequency (i.e. on energy), i.e., the weak diffusion on the turbulent waves.
Note that the distribution of the late decay time constants is markedly different from that of the early decay. Formally, many of them are consistent with one or another trapping mode. The situation here is less clean, however, because the flux levels are lower, the light curves are more complex (in some cases they are just the continuation of the early decay), and no independent delay information can be obtained for this late decay phase. Overall, we can conclude that a trapping mode does not contradict the late decay timing for most of the events.
9. DISCUSSION In this study we identified a subclass of solar flares whose distinctive feature is quite a narrowband continuum spectrum observed in microwave range with OVSA. Similar radio bursts would be missing from single frequency instruments with large gaps between spectral channels. We found that such narrow spectra are formed in dense coronal sources under the action of the Razineffect and the free-free absorption, while the gyrosynchrotron self-absorption played a minor role in most of these events.
Analysis of the timing and spectral evolution of these events suggests that no significant trapping of the fast electrons happens at the main phases of these bursts, rather microwave emission originates in the acceleration region directly. These acceleration regions are characterized by relatively strong magnetic fields and high densities derived from the GS fits to the microwave data. The high-density coronal loops are known to produce significant X-ray emission. From this perspective, it is striking that the thermal number density derived from the thermal part of the HXR fits is an order of magnitude or more smaller than that derived from the microwave fits. This implies that (i) the microwave and HXR emission come from distinct volumes with different number densities and different magnetic fields, (ii) the denser thermal plasma in the microwave source is colder than that in the thermal HXR source; otherwise, the denser source would dominate the thermal HXR emission, and (iii) the magnetic field is smaller at the soft X-ray source than in the microwave source; otherwise, the volume producing the SXR emission would dominate the radio emission. We propose that the radio sources in our sample of the narrowband microwave bursts are at lower heights than the accompanying SXR sources; otherwise, it is difficult to obtain the properties (ii) and (iii) itemized above.
Perhaps, the simplest model containing two distinct volumes is a flare involving two (interacting) magnetic flux tubes: one of them is the dense loop with a strong magnetic field seen in the microwave emission and identified as the flare acceleration region, while the other one is a more tenuous flux tube with a smaller magnetic field seen in the thermal HXR emission. The presence of more than one loop in many of our events is confirmed by the already mentioned complexity of the HXR source morphology, which often shows a few distinct sources (footpoints?), especially at the highest energy channel (25-50 keV). In such cases the dominant microwave source should spatially correlate with the highenergy HXR emission. A direct test of this model could be performed based on detailed HXR and microwave image comparison at various energies/frequencies, which could reveal a multi-loop morphology; however, we only have joint RHESSI and OVSA imaging data for a few events from the list, so the comprehensive analysis could not be performed.
Fortunately, for the relatively strong microwave event of 18-Aug-2002 20:19 UT, conclusive information can be obtained. Figure 10 shows RHESSI 25-50 keV image demonstrating three distinct sources, presumablyfootpoints, on which thermal X-ray emission at 9-15 keV is shown in red contours. This low-energy, presumably coronal, source connects two most distant HXR footpints. On the contrary, the high-frequency (7.4-10.6 GHz) image (white contours) synthesized for the microwave spectral peak range is located between two close southern footpoints, highlighting a smaller coronal loop that produces most of the microwave emission from the flare. The right panel of this plot shows a lower-frequency (6.2-6.6 GHz) source highlighting a bigger loop that connects the most distant footpoints alike the thermal X-ray source. The only viable reason for the displacement between the high-and low-frequency sources is that the spectrum of the main source dies away quickly at the lower frequency, so the emission from an overall weaker source becomes dominant at reasonably low frequencies. The lower-frequency GS source, which nearly coincides with the thermal X-ray source, implies a weaker magnetic field in that source in full agreement with our interpretation of the data. Finally, the lack of the microwave emission from the second magnetic flux tube implies that the trapping is inefficient there.
10. CONCLUSIONS In this study we identified a new subclass of solar flares, which is characterized by a narrowband spectrum of microwave emission that comes likely from directly the acceleration region. The analysis performed implies that energy release in these flares occurred due to interaction between at least two distinct loops. One of the loops is a compact dense loop with a reasonably strong magnetic field, which is observed as a narrowband microwave source, whose physical parameters are determined through the spectral fit. The other loop is a more tenuous bigger loop, with a smaller magnetic field, which is seen in SXR but barely or not seen in the microwave. Study of the detailed morphology of such flares has to await a better quality imaging radio observations. This work was supported in part by NSF grants AGS-1250374 and AGS-1262772 and NASA grant NNX14AC87G to New Jersey Institute of Technology and STFC Consolidated grant project "X-ray and radio diagnostics of energetic solar flare processes," to University of Glasgow. ⋆ The number density obtained from the emission measure derived from the RHESSI fit is shown in parenthesis when available. ♦ No spatial information is available; typical sizes are adopted. ♥ Sizes are adopted based on RHESSI image. ⇑ The value increases at the course of flare. ∪ The value displays 'large-small-large' evolution pattern at the course of flare. ∩ The spectral index displays hardening from 12 to 5 at the rise phase and softening from 5 to 8 at the decay phase. ♯ The fit suggests a high-energy cutoff at an energy below 0.5 MeV. 
